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 When God created, He made man the steward of His creation. From the beginning, 
man’s purpose has been to manage God’s material world in ways that reflect the truth and 
glory of God.  
1. God’s ownership of all things (Genesis 1:1) In the beginning God created the 
heavens and the earth. [Deuteronomy 10:14; Psalm 24:1; 50:11-12; 1 Corinthians 10:26; 
Colossians 1:16-17; Isaiah 45:11-12; Haggai 2:8; Ezekiel 18:4; etc.] God's Plan of 
Redemption Revealed  Which Worldview are you following? 
 
2. God’s purpose for man: Stewardship  Genesis 1:26–31 26 Then God said, 
“Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; and let them rule 
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over the cattle and over all 
the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.” 27 God created 
man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He 
created them. 28 God blessed them; and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, 
and fill the earth, and subdue it; and rule over the fish of the sea and over the 
birds of the sky and over every living thing that moves on the earth.” 29 Then God 
said, “Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the surface of all 
the earth, and every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for you; 30 
and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky and to every thing that 
moves on the earth which has life, I have given every green plant for food”; and it 
was so. 31 God saw all that He had made, and behold, it was very good. And 
there was evening and there was morning, the sixth day.                                                                
 “subdue” bring into subjection, bondage, control. Man is to rule over all material 
things.  “rule over” God gave man the responsibility to govern all living, moving inhabitants 
of earth & over all the earth.                                                                                                           
 Being created in the image of God, after God’s likeness, man is to order and manage 
life on earth, in the likeness of God. God is the owner of all things. He has entrusted His 
earthly creation to man to maintain to the glory of God: [Isaiah 6:3; 43:7; Phil 2:1-11; 1 Corin 10:31b]                                                                                                            
 
“Biblical stewardship” is managing the possessions of God, to the glory of God. 
 
3. The steward in relationship Genesis 2:18–25    
 a. With God: Genesis 1: 26a Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our 
image, according to Our likeness; 3:8a They heard the sound of the LORD God 
walking in the garden in the cool of the day,                                                                                                             
 God chose to invite man to have fellowship with Him. 3:8a Indicates Adam & Eve had 
that fellowship daily.  I believe; "Image & likeness" refers 1st to the soul of humans and 2nd to 
the physical image that Jesus would have over 4,000 years later.     
                                                                                                                                       
 b. With himself: Genesis 1: 26b and let them rule over …all the earth, and 
over every…thing… on the earth.”; God made Adam the steward of Adam’s own life. His 
purpose was clear. He was to delight himself in God and care for God’s creation, including 
his own body and soul to the glory of God.                           
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said,“It is not good for the man to be alone; I will make him a helper suitable for him.” 
21 So the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he slept; then 
He took one of his ribs and closed up the flesh at that place. 22 The LORD God 
fashioned into a woman the rib which He had taken from the man, and brought her 
to the man. 23 The man said, “This is now bone of my bones, And flesh of my flesh; 
She shall be called Woman, Because she was taken out of Man.” 24 For this reason 
a man shall leave his father and his mother, and be joined to his wife; and they shall 
become one flesh.                              Man was created to relate to others  in the likeness 
of God’s relations in the Trinity (the three-in-oneness of God),. The woman God created was 
deeply satisfying and pleasing to Adam, fulfilling his need to relate to others. He was 
responsible for stewarding this relationship with others in unity to the glory of God. 
                                                                                                        
 d. With the material world: Genesis 1: 26b and let them rule over …all the 
earth, and over every…thing… on the earth.”; 2:19-20 19 Out of the ground the 
LORD God formed every beast of the field and every bird of the sky, and brought 
them to the man to see what he would call them; and whatever the man called a 
living creature, that was its name. 20 The man gave names to all the cattle, and to 
the birds of the sky, and to every beast of the field, 
 
4. The steward fulfilled: Adam, in perfect relationship to God, His creation and Eve 
described the abundant life God had given to man. That life was utterly fulfilling.                        
Genesis 2:25 And the man and his wife were both naked and were not ashamed. 
They were “comfortable in their own skins.” No sense of self-doubt, anxiety, fear, guilt, 
discomfort, existed in their hearts. Unhindered fellowship and delight were their constant 
experience. They rejoiced in God, in each other, and in the world to the glory of God.                                                                                   
 
God had given them all things to enjoy and to employ for God’s purpose "that God be 
glorified" [Isaiah 6:3; 43:7; Phil 2:1-11; 1 Corinthians 10:31b].                                                              
Which relationship [with God, self, other people or material world] is hardest to keep?  
 
5. God is Glorified in Tithing: Lev 27:30 ‘Thus all the tithe of the land, of the seed 
of the land or of the fruit of the tree, is the LORD’S; it is holy to the LORD. [1st mention of 
tithing is with Abram over 400 years before God gave the law to Moses. Genesis 14:18-20] 
Summary/Application. 1. Use the worksheet “My Stewardship of Life,” to assess your 
life from the perspective of a steward. Consider the four relationships God has given people 
to steward; God, self, others, materials, describe yourself in the top half.                                
2. Read Matthew 25:14-30 and describe what Jesus would say about you in the bottom half.                     
3. The 4 questions above Matt 25 are for you to answer personally. This exercise [1-3] is for 
your information only and is not intended to be shared, but for meditation and prayer. 
4. Scripture memory:  In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. Then God 
said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; and let them rule over 
...all the earth, and over every...thing...on the earth.” A  to the glory of God the Father.  B        

[A- Genesis 1:1 & 26;  B- Philippians 2:11b] 
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your God belong heaven and the highest heavens, the earth and all that is in it. 
Psalm 24:1 The earth is the LORD’S, and all it contains, The world, and those who 
dwell in it. 
Psalm 50:10-12 10 “For every beast of the forest is Mine, The cattle on a thousand 
hills. 11 “I know every bird of the mountains, And everything that moves in the field is 
Mine. 12 “If I were hungry I would not tell you, For the world is Mine, and all it 
contains.                                                                                                                              
Isaiah 45:11-12 11 Thus says the LORD, the Holy One of Israel, and his Maker: “Ask 
Me about the things to come concerning My sons, And you shall commit to Me the 
work of My hands. 12 “It is I who made the earth, and created man upon it. 
I stretched out the heavens with My hands And I ordained all their host.                        
Haggai 2:8 ‘The silver is Mine and the gold is Mine,’ declares the LORD of hosts.                                                       
1 Corinthians 10:26 FOR THE EARTH IS THE LORD’S, AND ALL IT CONTAINS.                                            
Colossians 1:16-17 16 For by Him all things were created, both in the heavens and 
on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities—
all things have been created through Him and for Him. 17 He is before all things, and 
in Him all things hold together.                                                                                                                           
Ezekiel 18:4 Behold, all souls are Mine; the soul of the father as well as the soul of 
the son is Mine. The soul who sins will die. 

 
2. Mans purpose: & 4. Steward fulfilled: Isaiah 6:3 And one called out to another 
and said, “Holy, Holy, Holy, is the LORD of hosts, The whole earth is full of His glory.”                                                                          
Isaiah 43:7 Everyone who is called by My name, And whom I have created for My 
glory, Whom I have formed, even whom I have made.” 
1 Corinthians 10:31b whatever you do, do all to the glory of God.                                                                    
Philippians 2:10-11 10 so that at the name of Jesus EVERY KNEE WILL BOW, of those 
who are in heaven and on earth and under the earth, 11 and that every tongue will 
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.     
 

5. First time tithing appears in the Bible is over 400 years before Moses 
received the law from God: Genesis 14:18-20 18And Melchizedek king of Salem 
brought out bread and wine; now he was a priest of God Most High. 19He blessed 
him, and said; "Blessed be Abram of God Most High, Possessor of heaven and 
earth; 20And blessed be God Most High, Who has delivered your enemies into your 
hand." He gave him a tenth of all. 
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Moses Really Wrote Genesis  "Ultimately, the author of Genesis was God, working 
through Moses. This does not mean that God used Moses as a ‘typewriter’. Rather, 
God prepared Moses for his task from the day he was born. When the time came, 
Moses had all the necessary data, and was infallibly guided by the Holy Spirit as to 
what he included and what he left out. This is consistent with known history, and with 
the claims and principles of Scripture (2 Timothy 3:15–17; 2 Peter 1:20–21).                   
Who Wrote Genesis source for article below by Henry Morris:                                                           
 "COMPILATION OF PATRIARCHAL RECORDS 

It is suggested in this commentary, therefore, that Moses compiled and edited earlier 
written records that had been handed down from father to son via the line of the 
patriarchs listed in Genesis. That is Adam, Noah, Shem, Terah, and others each 
wrote down an individual account of events which had occurred in his own lifetime, 
or concerning which he in some way had direct knowledge. These records were 
kept, possibly on tablets of stone, in such a way that they would be preserved until 
they finally came into Moses’ possession. He then selected those that were relevant 
to his own purpose (as guided by the Holy Spirit), added his own explanatory 
editorial comments and transitional sections, and finally compiled them into the form 
now known as the Book of Genesis. 

It is probable that these original documents can still be recognized by the key 
phrase: “These are the generations of . . .” The word “generation” is a translation of 
the Hebrew toledoth, and it means essentially “origins,” or, by extension, “records of 
the origins.” There are eleven of these divisions marked off in Genesis: 

(1) “These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth” (Genesis 2:4). 

(2) “This is the book of the generations of Adam (Genesis 5:1). 

(3) “These are the generations of Noah” (Genesis 6:9). 

(4) “Now these are the generations of the sons of Noah, Shem, Ham, and Japheth” 
(Genesis 10:1). 

(5) “These are the generations of Shem” (Genesis 11:10). 

(6) “Now these are the generations of Terah” (Genesis 11:27). 

(7) “Now these are the generations of Ishmael” (Genesis 25:12). 

(8) “And these are the generations of Isaac, Abraham’s son” (Genesis 25:19). 

(9) “Now these are the generations of Esau, who is Edom” (Genesis 36:1). 

(10) “And these are the generations of Esau the father of the Edomites in Mount 
Seir” (Genesis 36:9). 
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Assuming that these toledoth divisions represent the original documents from which 
Genesis was collected, there is still the question whether the specific names are to 
be understood as subscripts or as superscripts, or some of each. Are they headings 
applied to the material following, or closing signatures of that which precedes? 

The weight of evidence suggests that the respective names attached to the toledoth 
represent subscripts or closing signatures. The events recorded in each division all 
took place before, not after, the death of the individuals so named, and so could in 
each case have been accessible to them. The main difficulty with this view is that 
most of the portions that would be assigned to Ishmael and to Esau under this 
formula hardly seem appropriate for them to have written. However, this problem can 
be avoided by assuming that “the generations of Ishmael” constituted a small 
subdivision within the broader record maintained by Isaac, and finally transmitted by 
him. Similarly, the “generations of Esau” may have been appropriated by Jacob in 
his own larger account later transmitted under the heading “the generations of 
Jacob.”                                                                                                                                                  
 If this explanation is correct, then the Book of Genesis can be divided into nine 
main subdivisions as follows: 

(1) “The generations of the heavens and the earth” (Genesis 1:1-2:4) 

This section, describing the initial Creation and the work of the six days, has no 
human name attached to it, for the obvious reason that no man was present at the 
time to record what happened. It must either have been written directly by God 
Himself and then given to Adam, or else given by revelation to Adam, who then 
recorded it. 

(2) “The book of the generations of Adam” (Genesis 2:4b-5:1) 

This section, written by Adam, describes the Garden of Eden, the temptation and 
fall, and the experiences of Cain and Abel. Adam was obviously the logical one to 
record this particular history. The use of the word “book” makes it clear that these 
primeval records were actually written down, and not simply handed down by word 
of mouth. It also is significant in light of the beginning phrase of the New Testament: 
“The book of the generation of Jesus Christ” (Matthew 1:1). 

(3) “The generations of Noah” (Genesis 5:1b-6:9)                                             

The patriarch Noah, sometime before the actual coming of the Flood, compiled the 
records of the antediluvian patriarchs before him. According to the genealogies listed 
in Genesis 5, Noah’s father, Lamech, had lived contemporaneously with every one 
of these patriarchs, including Adam. Noah himself had known all of them except 
Adam, Seth, and Enoch. Noah then also recorded his own observations of the rapid 
degeneracy of men in his day and God’s determination to destroy them, mentioning, 
however, that he himself had found grace in God’s eyes. 
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Shem, Ham, and Japheth evidently took the responsibility of recording the 
preparations for the Flood, and then describing the Flood itself. They also recorded 
the immediate postdiluvian events, including Noah’s prophecy concerning 
themselves, and then later his death. 

(5) “The generations of Shem” (Genesis 10:1b-11:10) 

After Noah’s death, and after the dispersion at Babel, it seems that the three sons of 
Noah became separated, and Shem took the responsibility of keeping the records. 
Accordingly, he wrote about the confusion of languages at Babel and the resultant 
scattering of the families. He also recorded the names of the descendants of Noah 
down to about the time of the scattering, in the so-called Table of Nations in Genesis 
10. Presumably he more or less lost track of the descendants of Ham and Japheth 
after this, even though he himself lived five hundred years after the Flood. 

(6) “The generations of Terah” (Genesis 11:10b-11:27) 

This is a very brief document, containing only the genealogies in the Semitic line, 
from Shem down to Terah and his three sons. It is important, however, in that it 
gives us the only possible basis for a chronology from the Flood to Abraham. 

(7) “The generations of Isaac” (Genesis 11:27b-25:19) 

In contrast, this is quite a long document, giving all the details of the life of Abraham, 
from the time of his call by God to the time of his death, and also including events in 
Isaac’s life until his father died. Isaac apparently also appended to his own record 
the “generations of Ishmael” (Genesis 25:12), the record of his half-brother’s sons, 
which he must have obtained from him at the time Ishmael returned home to help 
Isaac bury his father (Genesis 25:9). Isaac also included mention of the death of 
Ishmael, about forty-eight years after Abraham’s burial. 

(8) “The generations of Jacob” (Genesis 25:19b-37:2) 

Jacob’s record, like Isaac’s, is much longer than most of the others in Genesis, 
giving the later events in the life of his father Isaac and then including all his own 
history through the time of his twenty-year sojourn with Laban and his return to 
Canaan, with the record of the death of both his wife Rachel and his father Isaac. As 
Isaac had appended Ishmael’s record of descendants to his own, so Jacob also 
included two documents from his brother Esau (Genesis 36) after his brother had 
joined with him in burying his father (Genesis 35:29). It is also possible that some of 
this material, in particular the eight generations of Edomite kings listed in Genesis 
36:31-39, may have been inserted later as an editorial addition by Moses. 
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Although the regular formula is not used in this case, the wording in Exodus 1:1 is 
very similar to the others: “Now these are the names of the children of Israel, which 
came into Egypt . . .” The events in the life of Joseph and his brethren, as recorded 
in these latter chapters of Genesis, could have originally been known only to them. 
Whether they wrote them down, as their fathers had done, or transmitted them 
orally, somehow their stories must finally have come into the possession of Moses, 
as is indicated by the smooth transition from the last verses of Genesis to the first 
verses of Exodus. The formula would be exactly repeated, in fact, if the word 
“names” in Exodus 1:1 were replaced by the word “generation.” It would then read: 
“Now these are the generations of the children of Israel . . .” 

Thus it is probable that the Book of Genesis was written originally by actual 
eyewitnesses of the events reported therein. Probably the original narratives were 
recorded on tables of stone or clay, in common with the practice of early times, and 
then handed down from father to son, finally coming into the possession of Moses. 
Moses perhaps selected the appropriate sections for compilation, inserted his own 
editorial additions and comments, and provided smooth transitions from one 
document to the next, with the final result being the Book of Genesis as we have 
received it. 

Although this theory of the authorship of Genesis cannot be rigidly proved, it does 
seem to fit all available facts better than any other theory. It is consistent with the 
doctrine of Biblical inspiration and authority, as well as with the accurate historicity of 
its records. Furthermore, this approach provides vivid insight into the accounts, and 
a more vibrant awareness of their freshness and relevance, than any other. 

The Genesis Record 
By Henry Morris" 
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